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Vocabulary Support 

Book 3 Module 1 

 

Unit 1 

anime (n.) p.4 

gardening (n.) p.4 

origami (n.) p.4 

(the art of making objects for decoration by folding sheets of paper into shapes) (摺紙) 

pottery (n.) p.4 

(the activity or skill of making clay objects by hand) (陶藝) 

robotics (n.) p.4 

stargazer (n.) p.4 

Sudoku (n.) p.4 

yoga (n.) p.4 

instrument (n.) p.5 

collectable (n.) p.5 

(something that is collectable is likely to be bought and kept as part of a group of similar things, 

especially because it might increase in value) (收藏物) 

action figure (n. phr.) p.6 

demonstration (n.) p.8 

musician (n.) p.9 

impatient (adj.) p.12 

(annoyed because of delays, someone else's mistakes etc) (不耐煩的) 

humorous (adj.) p.12 

acrylic (n.) p.13 

muscle (n.) p.14 

punishment (n.) p.15 

bullying (n.) p.15 

(to threaten to hurt someone or frighten them, especially someone smaller or weaker) (欺凌) 

demerit (n.) p.15 

(a mark showing that a student has behaved badly at school) (記過) 

expulsion (n.) p.15 

(the act of stopping someone from going to the school where they were studying) (開除學籍) 

 

Unit 2 

distraction (n.) p.16 

bully (v.) p.19 

counsellor (n.) p.19 

victim (n.) p.19 
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(someone who has been attacked, robbed, or murdered) (受害者) 

ignore (v.) p.19 

sensible (adj.) p.20 

(reasonable, practical, and showing good judgement) (明智的) 

depressed (adj.) p.21 

rotten (adj.) p.21 

distraction (n.) p.21 

challenging (adj.) p.21 

 

Integrated Task 

criteria (n.) p.3 

(standard that you use to judge something or make a decision about something) (準則) 

unacceptable (adj.) p.6 

 

Data File 

sponge (n.) p.1 

palette (n.) p.1 

(a thin, curved board that an artist uses to mix paints) (調色碟) 

easel (n.) p.1 

(a wooden frame that you put a painting on while you paint it) (畫架) 

apron (n.) p.1 

clay (n.) p.3 

technique (n.) p.4 

(a special way of doing something) (技巧) 

overpriced (adj.) p.5 

 


